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• We always want our collections to blend seamlessly 
and become a part of your everyday wardrobe. 

• We select fabrics that feel good against the skin, so 
that you will want to wear them all day and every 
day 

• We tend to select colors and prints that easily mix 
and are flattering on a wide variety of skin tones.  

• We want these clothes to last!  We try very hard to 
make sure that every garment can withstand the 
test of time, multiple washes and extreme activity. 

• In the end, we just want these to be clothes that 
you feel good in, look good in and hopefully help 
you in living your Yoga, whatever your Yoga may 
be.

THE WOMEN’S COLLECTION

FOR WHOLESALE ORDERS
CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE

CALL OUR OFFICE
TEL:973.259.0794

EMAIL:
WHOLESALE@ANJALICLOTHING.COM



The SHEro Pants in Ocean Heater
Infinite Tank in Black Heather



The Pinnacle Legging in Midnight
Breathe Vinyasa Top in Mint

Viracity Bra in Marble



The Ferocity Leggings In Florence
Viracity Bra in Marble



The Arya Capri in Labyrinth
Ganesh Burnout Tank in Wisteria



Eco Performance



Clothing For Life

Clothing For Yoga





The Vibration Tank in Asphalt
The Apex Leggings in Urban Jungle



The GoTo Pant in Black 
The Ohm Burnout Tee in Black



THE MEN’S COLLECTION

• The collection for Men is designed to be 
functional, multifaceted and comfortable.

• It is meant to work with all the different 
aspects of the Yogi’s life; be it practice, hike or a 
casual stroll on the beach.

• Our fabrics feel good against the skin, are eco 
responsible when possible and are meant to 
last.



The Vida Short in Microstripe on Recycled Polyester 
The Ohm Love Tee in red Wash



The Vida Short in Microstripe on Recycled 
Polyester

& The Practice Tank  in Bamboo & Organic 
Cotton



The Vida Short in Camouflage on Recycled Polyester



We are about to turn 11 years old. 
We have watched our company grow from a single Yoga Studio in New Jersey, 

to hundreds of stores around the world. 

We have grown organically by word of mouth, often through friends mentioning our company 
and even selling our clothes while teaching class. 

Some of our early champions were Elena Brower and Sianna Sherman, who wore our clothes and talked about them.
 

John Friend traveled around the country with our clothes and hence we started getting calls from stores 
in faraway states that told us they had seen our gear at a workshop. 

We are extremely grateful to all of the people that have helped us along the way on our journey. 

We first started talking about a yoga inspired clothing line shortly after our first Yoga class in 2000. 
We were both designers at large companies in New York and were doing really well in our careers. 

Yoga though, captured our hearts and it was a conversation we had for six years until we finally made it a reality. 

We talked about the company we envisioned;
We wanted to create a luxury collection of clothes, inspired by Yoga that truly could be taken from studio to street.

This was before the term “athleisure” was coined and it represented the way we lived our lives.
 

We wanted a place where we could be creative and where we could have fun; 
We wanted to make our clothes locally in factories where we could cultivate intimate relationships. 

We wanted to be ethical in our business and to be environmentally and socially responsible. 
We wanted to be about people and work with like minded individuals that we like and respect. 

We still run our business that way! 
Even though we have expanded our distribution from that single Yoga studio in New Jersey 

to hundreds of stores across the US and around the world. 

"You are the company you keep, so keep good company”




